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  Senba Sensing Technology Co., Ltd licensed users for non-commercial use of " S18-
L242B-2 SMD Digital Pyroelectric Infrared Sensors-Instruction Manual V1.0", and provide 
users with product manual change and consulting services. It is must obtain written 
authorization and permission by Senba Sensing Technology Co., Ltd. in advance for 
commercially sold, copied, distributed or other commercial activities.
  In addition, during use the Instruction Manual, the usage should not violate the law, 
endanger public safety, or harm the legitimate rights and interests of third parties. 
Otherwise, Senba Sensing Technology Co., Ltd. will not accept any responsibility for the 
user.

  Certificated by ISO14001
 The company carries out various improvement measures based on the compliance with the 
national environmental protection law, to establish sustainable development-oriented 
enterprises.
  Certificated by ISO 9001
 The company has obtained the quality assurance of the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) - the "ISO 9001" certification.

Ⅰ The EU RoHs Directive 
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Ⅱ System Certification

  All of our products in this Catalog reach ROHS standard.
 The EU ROHS Directive refers to the European Union's directive 2011/65/EC on the 
restriction of the use of certain hazardous substances in electrical and electronic 
equipment.

Ⅲ Non-commercial Use Instructions

Mini SMD Digital Pyroelectric Infrared Sensors

Ⅳ Product Name

    S18-      L        2        4       2       B-     2 

   Type    Window    Element   Pins    PZT      IC   Feature
            Size                     Material 

                            

                            
          



Ⅴ Features & Application

•Dimension

The chart of recommended welding plate 
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•Technical Data 

Unit：mm

  Features
  Mini SMD with reflowed SMT 
  Digital signal processing（DSP）
  Power adjustable, save more energy          
  Built-in filter, high immunity to RFI
  Sensitivity and light control non-     
adjustable，Output time adjustable
  Low voltage, micro power consumption

  Application
  PIR motion detection
  Intruder detection
  Occupancy detection
  Motion sensor lights
  Computer monitor
  Security system
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  Electrical characteristics(Stresses beyond those 
listed below may cause permanent damage to the device. 
Exposure to absolute maximum ratings may affect the 

Characteristics ymbol Min. Max. Unit Remarks

Working Temperature TOT -30 70 ℃
Max. current for pin INTO -100 100 mA
Viewing angle X=110° Y=90° ° Theoretical Angle

Storage Temperature TST -40 80 ℃
Detection spectral 

response
λ 5 14 μm

 Interior Block Diagram
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底部视图
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1.REL
2.ONTIME
3.VDD
4.VSS



  When PIR signal is above the triggered threshold, there will be a count impulse 
inside. And when PIR sensor receives this impulse signal, it will think this signal as 
the second impulse. Once the second impulse was received within 4S, the PIR sensor will 
alarm, meanwhile, the REL pin will be triggered.
  Besides, when the PIR signal is above 5 times of the triggered threshold, only one 
impulse is enough to trigger REL output as below. For multiple triggers, the delay time 
of REL output begins from the last valid trigger.

Ⅶ The Output Trigger Mode

Ⅵ Working Conditions (T=25° C, Vdd=3V，Except other requirements) 
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Characteristics Symbol Min Type Max. Unit Remarks

Supply Voltage VDD 2.2 3 3.7 V

Working Current IDD 9 9.5 11 μA

Sensitivity VSENS 90 μV Non-adiustable

Output REL

Output Low Current IOL 10 mA VOL<1V

Output High Current IOH -10 mA VOH>(VDD-1V)

Low REL output locking time TOL 2.3 s Non-adiustable

High REL output delay time TOH 2.3 3600 s

SENS/ONTIME

Input voltage 0 VDD/2 V 0V to VDD/2

Input Bias Current -1 1 μA

Oscillator &Band Pass Filter(BPF)

Band Pass Filter(BPF)  Low 
cut-off frequency

7 Hz

Band Pass Filter(BPF)  High 
cut-off frequency

0.44 Hz

Oscillator frequency on Chip FCLK 64 kHz
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   When the motion signal is detected, there will be a REL output. A voltage applied to 
the ONTIME input set the time the REL output is active with a single trigger event. Any 
REL output signal will reset the REL ONTIME, and re-timing again.

   In analog REL mode, connect ONTIME Pin to voltage with a resistance which could 
adjust in 100 KΩ～ 510 KΩ. In analog mode, the ONTIME pin will have a corresponding 
oscillation frequency, the analog time delay Td=230400/f, f is the oscillation frequency. 
For more time delay, the ONTIME Pin can connect one more capacity GND except resistance. 
Capacitor should be selected according to different requirements, but the capacitance 
value ≤ 10nF, and the resistance value between 100K to 510KΩ.
   The operating current is inversely proportional to the selected resistance R. The 
larger the resistance value, the smaller the operating current. If the power consumption 
requirement is high, it is recommended to use a larger resistor (300K-510K) or a digital 
REL timing mode. To obtain accurate timing time, select the appropriate capacitor 
resistance value, first calculate the timing time according to the oscillation frequency, 
and then adjust the capacitor resistance parameter.

Ⅷ ONTIME Setting
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Diagram 1  ONTMIE Pin without Capacity Diagram 2 ONTMIE Pin with 10pF Capacity 

Diagram 3  ONTMIE Pin with 560pF 
Capacity GND

Diagram 4  ONTMIE Pin with 1nF 

Capacity GND
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  The operating current is inversely proportional to selected resistance. 
The average consumed current of resistance during REL validity period is: IR 
0.75VDD/R. During REL invalidity period, the resistance has no consumption. 
For high consumption and always REL validity, the digital REL is recommended.
  2. In digital REL mode, ONTIME Pin connect with a fixed potential less than 
VDD/2(in application, the REL can adjust by adopting resistance divider). 
It is better to make the RH is 1MΩ. The REL output retention time is set 
by input voltage of ONTIME through the only trigger. The output time delay 
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Ⅸ Reliable Test 
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Number Time Td（s）
ONTIME Voltage Range

（VDD）

ONTIME 
Voltage 

Central Value
（VDD）

Recommend Divider Resistance
（±0.1%）

resistance-
high

resistance-low

1 2 0~1/32VDD 1/64VDD 1M 0R

2 5 1/32VDD~2/32VDD 3/64VDD 1M 51K

3 10 2/32VDD~3/32VDD 5/64VDD 1M 82K

4 15 3/32VDD~4/32VDD 7/64VDD 1M 124K

5 20 4/32VDD~5/32VDD 9/64VDD 1M 165K

6 30 5/32VDD~6/32VDD 11/64VDD 1M 210K

7 45 6/32VDD~7/32VDD 13/64VDD 1M 255K

8 60 7/32VDD~8/32VDD 15/64VDD 1M 309K

9 90 8/32VDD~9/32VDD 17/64VDD 1M 360K

10 120 9/32VDD~10/32VDD 19/64VDD 1M 422K

11 180 10/32VDD~11/32VDD 21/64VDD 1M 487K

12 300 11/32VDD~12/32VDD 23/64VDD 1M 560K

13 600 12/32VDD~13/32VDD 25/64VDD 1M 634K

14 900 13/32VDD~14/32VDD 27/64VDD 1M 732K

15 1800 14/32VDD~16/32VDD 29/64VDD 1M 825K

16 3600 15/32VDD~16/32VDD 31/64VDD 1M 953K

Test Standard Test Result
Salt spray test GB/T 10125-2012 OK
High temperature test 100℃，500 hours OK
Low temperature test -40℃，500 hours OK
Humidity Relative humidity 95%, 500 hours OK
Heat resistance 250℃，10S OK
Vibration Frequency: 10Hz-55H, Time: 2 hours OK
Fall 1m free fall OK



Ⅹ Typical Application Circuit
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MOS Application Example 

BJT Application 
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十一、传感器与专用菲涅尔透镜装配尺寸图

lens name：SB-F-11

Ⅺ Fresnel lens for S18-L242B-2 SMD Digital Pyroelectric Infrared Sensors
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单位：mm
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  Widely used in human body 
sensor switches, alarms, infrared 
testers, smart-house appliances, 
and household appliances, it can 
provide users Fresnel lenses with 
different sensing angles, sensing 
distances and sizes.



ⅤⅢ Package

  Standard package: 1000pcs. According to different model types, 
the quantity and size of the packages will change slightly.

ⅩⅣ  Directions for Use

•Reflow Soldering
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Unit: mm：
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  Sensor reflow soldering instructions
  Please follow the temperature curve shown in the figure below during reflow soldering. 
Any reflow temperature that exceeds the figure below must be consulted with the sales 
engineer in advance.



•Caution

1. S18-L242B-2 is a PIR sensor to detect changes of infrared ray. The sensor 
can only detect the heat source which is changing or moving from human body. 
The following items should be noticed. Please confirm the performance and 
reliability by practical application.
1.1 When detect the heat source besides human body
（1）Pet get into detection area.
（2）In a place exposed directly to sunlight or headlight of automobile.
（3）In a place exposed directly to blow from air-conditioner or heater 
which make drastic change of temperature in detection area. 
1.2 The heat source is hardly detected
（1）In such a place where infrared ray is shaded by glass, propenyl, etc.
（2）The heat source does not move or high-speed move in the detection area.
2. The detection area extended
Even outside the designated detection area, there also exists broad detection 
area when there is a large temperature difference(above 20 ℃ ) between 
environment and human body.
3. Other usage
3.1 Optical filter of sensor should not be soiled because it may cause 
failure or malfunction.
3.2 The lens is made by polyethylene. Please avoid stress or impact on the 
lens, or it will cause performance reduction and work unusually.
3.3 Electronics(above±200) should be avoid. Please do not touch terminal by 
hand.
3.4 Please solder wires with an electric iron under 350℃ in 3sec by hand. 
Please avoid soldering by soldering tin groove.
3.5 Please avoid cleaning the sensor. The cleaning fluid may cause 
malfunction.
3.6 In order to avoid the interference effect of wires, the shielded wire is 
recommended and tries to make it short.

•Soldering considerations:
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  Do not exceed the maximum temperature curve shown above. or it may cause the sensor 
false performance.
  Do not repeatedly reflow soldering and repeated heating repair, which will seriously 
affect the life and performance of the sensor, and this is not belong to the scope of 
product warranty.
  Do not use corrosive chemical to clean the optical filter (available with absolute 
ethanol), which may cause the sensor to malfunction or fail.
  Do not use immediately after the sensor mounting is completed. It is recommended that 
the cooling time should be at least 1 hour
  Do not touch the terminals with metal or hand.


